Thanks so much for coming to do a show. Here is some information for putting together your set of music.
- You just pick the songs and talk about you and the music - I’ll take care of everything else
- I think you’re cool
- Thank you SO MUCH, for trying this.

1. THE SHOW IS ON SATURDAY from 10PM to Midnight.
You can either show up 15 minutes before or after 10pm.You’ll go on air for a warmup at 10:45pm, and
then your music set will be from 11pm to Midnight.
2. WHERE IS THE STATION?
At the Evergreen State College student building. It’s called the CAB. We’re on the first floor, which is
downstairs from Red Square. There’s a doorbell.
3. WHAT CAN I PLAY?
The show is about Punk, Post-punk and hardcore. However, when you’re talking about your influences, it’s
pretty important to range as far as you need to. Also, if you’re currently digging something, don’t worry to
much if it is officially “punk” or “indie rock” or whatever.
4. HOW MUCH MUSIC CAN I PLAY?
It’s a safe bet that 45 minutes of music will fill up the hour of radio time. We try to get to everything you
want to play, but when we’re talking and/or playing vinyl, it’s hard to say how much music we’ll get to.
5. CD, MP3 or VINYL? WHAT FORMATS WORK?
Honestly, a mix cd works great. Anything on CD works.Vinyl is awesome, of course. Tapes are a little
tricky, but possible.Yes, you can even plug in your iPod - but it’s not ideal sound quality usually. Plugging in
your computer is kinda the worst possible option.
6. THIS IS WHAT I RECOMMEND...
When I have my act together, I bring a two copies of a 45 minute mix CD (okay, 43-47 minutes). I then
grab a handful of records that I can mix in as I like. All vinyl is really ambitious, but has been done before.
7. WHAT ABOUT BAD WORDS AND STUFF?
Yeah, you have to watch the language. So take a listen to what you’re going to play. We can “beep” one or
two words, if you know the lyrics. Only on the best weeks do I make my own radio edit in Garageband.
8. BRING THIS INFO IF YOU CAN: Artist - Song Title - Album - Record Label
9. YOUR FRIENDS CAN LISTEN ONLINE OR ON 89.3 FM in OLYMPIA, WA
While we’re on air, your friends and fans can listen on the radio, of course, or on http://
kaos.evergreen.edu/ where there is some kind of internet listening option. Post it on your Facebook, silly!
10.KAOS MUSIC POLICY IS:
The station is about playing diverse, independent music. We aim to play 80% independent music. Most
shows, I play one major label song at most. We’ll make do with what you can bring, but I’m just saying.

Yes, there is a website. http://www.campfireisland.org/ where the show and playlist will be posted after.

